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Introduction
The past decade has witnessed dramatic advances in
genome sequencing and a substantial shift in the num-
ber of genome wide association studies (GWAS). These
efforts have expanded considerably our knowledge on
the sequential variations in Human DNA and their con-
sequences on the human biology. Nevertheless, complex
genetic disorders often involve products of multiple
genes acting cooperatively and pinpointing the decisive
elements of such disease pathways remains a challenge.

Network biology recently proved its use in identifying
candidate disease genes based on the simple observation
that proteins translated by phenotypically related genes
tend to interact, the so called guilt-by-association
principle.

Methods
Here, we present GUILD (Genes Underlying Inheritance
Linked Disorders), a network-based candidate disease-
gene prioritization framework which reveals the path-
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Figure 1 Comparison of prediction performance of proposed candidate disease-gene prioritization algorithms with existing methods. a) Area
under ROC curve (AUC) yielded using 5 fold cross validation scheme over all disease-gene associations and different interaction sources used b)
seed coverage among high scoring top 5% proteins.
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ways associated with the disorder (pathway wide asso-
ciation study, PWAS). We exploit several distinct plausi-
ble communication mechanisms of known genes
associated with the phenotype emerging from the topol-
ogy of the interaction network. We used three sources
of gene-phenotypic association to specify nodes involved
in a disorder (seeds for the methods proposed): Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM) database [1]
and two published data sets (by Goh et al. [2], and
Chen et al. [3]).

Results and discussion
Analysis on multiple human disease phenotypes demon-
strate that the methods proposed in GUILD surpass
state-of-the-art prioritization methods such as PageRank
with priors [3] and Functional-Flow [4] (Fig. 1). We
tested the robustness of the approaches proving the
effect of the network properties and the independence
with the number of original genes/proteins associated
with the function or phenotype. We applied the prioriti-
zation methods to study the implication of pathways in
various diseases and highlight the relationship between
AD and aging. Our findings confirm that most prioriti-
zation methods introduced in this study are able to dis-
tinguish between groups of connected genes with
functions identical to those of the known disease-asso-
ciated genes (disease pathways). In addition, using prior-
itization methods, we increased the coverage of genes
known to play important roles in the interplay of AD
and aging, most of which would not be otherwise identi-
fied by just inspecting the direct neighborhood in the
network.
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